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Introduction
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The United Nations defines Community Development as “a process where community members come
together to take collective action and generate solutions to common problems.” It is a broad term given
to the practices of activists, involved citizens and professionals to improve various aspects of communities,
typically aiming to build stronger and more resilient local communities.’
"Community development". UNTERM. Archived from the original on 14 July 2014. Retrieved 7 July 2014

Truro City Council’s Community Development service is designed to support communities to
continue the great work they are already doing, organise events in communities, help them
grow the use of their centres and open areas and have strong, open community groups to
deliver positive action in their neighbourhoods and bring communities together. We currently
work with ten housing communities in Truro and that will grow as Truro grows.

*‘Community development is also understood as a professional discipline and is defined by the International
Association for Community Development as "a practice-based profession and an academic discipline that
promotes participative democracy, sustainable development, rights, economic opportunity, equality and social
justice, through the organisation, education and empowerment of people within their communities, whether these
be of locality, identity or interest, in urban and rural settings".
*Alison Gilchrist; Marilyn Taylor (2011). The Short Guide to Community Development. Policy Press. pp. 2+. ISBN 9781-84742-689-5.

Our Community Development service reaches out to
10 housing estates containing 2961 Houses with an average of 2.3 people per household according to
the 2011 census we work with groups representing 6810 people.
Truro City Council understands that Community Development leads to stronger communities which in turn will lead
to safer neighbourhoods and a greater wellbeing of the residents. We love seeing communities come together and
we’re here to support, empower and inspire this to happen. We currently work with; Tregurra, Trevethow Riel,
Treffry Road, Malabar, Hendra, Beechwood Parc, Penn An Dre, Malpas Road, Trelander and St. Clements Close and
Rosedale. We work with each of these areas at different levels and in different ways, some we support and some we
are heavily involved with. This however is not exhaustive; we are also involved with other projects in the city at a
hands-on and strategic level.

This annual report will include:
•
•
•
•

Statistics, where our work has been focused this year
Out in the community, how we’ve interacted with the community
Update, what’s been happening in the communities we work with?
Other projects and partnerships we are involved with in Truro
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Where has our work been focused
this year?
*The data in this section of the report will show where our engagements have been, which is connected to the final
section and how the engagements have made a difference in our communities and associated projects.
The data is collected by accounting for the meetings/engagements from April 2021 - April 2022 which took place on
Zoom, MS Teams, Skype, phone and face to face, the horizontal axis is the measure of engagements.

All meetings/interactions April 2021 - April 2022
Nature and Environment (This could be meetings concerning nature and…
Covid support related (This could be with volunteers and groups, specific…
Truro City Council (Committee meetings, full council, councillors etc)
Cornwall Housing and Cornwall Council (Truro and Roseland Network…
Management (Town Clerk, Parks, Compliance, Assistant Community…
Infrastructure and buildings (Pydar Pop Up, Hendra Hall, community…
Arts and culture (Cultural Compact, cultural events, art projects, cultual…
Health, Wellbeing and Social Prescribing
Policing and Safety (ASB related work, Truro Safe, Action Groups, PACT…
Young people work (Truro Safe 'Young People Priority', Truro Youth…
Volunteer and community meetings and estate related engagements…
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Looking back on the last year there are a few standout differences to 2020-2021 and that can be seen in the
quantitative evidence a little further on in the report. The most significant and a welcome difference is the drop in
engagements we made with regards to the Covid-19 pandemic. In our Annual Report from 2020 – 2021 there were
49 engagements *Covid support related (This could be with volunteers and groups, specific Covid related) 2020 –
2021. Whereas in the past year form April 21 to April 22 there just 4 engagements *Covid support related (This could
be with volunteers and groups, specific Covid related) 2021 – 2022. Of course, this is great news but let’s not forget
the main work our Community Development service supported was ‘reactive’ and that’s what we’ve been able to
measure. The long term effect of the pandemic is still unknown and there is no doubt work is needed to continue the
rebuild of communities and support them to bounce back from this once in a lifetime experience, which not only hit
individuals but the community as a whole.

Covid-19 related engagement work - 2020 2021 and 2021 - 2022
Covid support related (This could be
with volunteers and groups, specific
Covid related) 2021 - 2022

Covid support related (This could be
with volunteers and groups, specific
Covid related) 2020 - 2021
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One of the hardest hit groups were our young people. The pandemic took away their ability to engage with each
other face to face at school, college, clubs, sports and other activities, there is no surprise that having these
important facilities taken away had an effect on the mental health of young people in the UK:

The survey carried out with 2,438 young people aged 13-25, between 26th January and 12th February 2021 shows:
• 75% of respondents agreed that they have found the current lockdown harder to cope with than the
previous ones including 44% who said it said it was much harder. (14% said it was easier, 11% said it was the
same)
• 67% believed that the pandemic will have a long-term negative effect on their mental health. This includes
young people who had been bereaved or undergone traumatic experiences during the pandemic, who were
concerned about whether friendships would recover, or who were worried about the loss of education or
their prospects of finding work. (19% neither agreed nor disagreed, 14% disagreed)
• 79% of respondents agreed that their mental health would start to improve when most restrictions were
lifted, but some expressed caution about restrictions being lifted too quickly and the prospect of future
lockdowns.
(https://www.youngminds.org.uk/media/esifqn3z/youngminds-coronavirus-report-jan-2021.pdf)

Our youth work engagement and youth work project management has increased from 27 youth work engagements
in 2020 – 2021 *Young people work (Truro Safe 'Young People Priority', youth project management etc) - 2020-2021
to 110 in 2021-2022 Young people work (Truro Safe 'Young People Priority', youth project management etc) - 20212022. A lot of these engagements were working with partners at a strategic level but a lot of focus was project
managing our very successful ‘Truro Community Football Sessions’ which engaged with 70 young people aged from
5-15. We are looking to build on that this year by nearly doubling the delivery with a target of 120 young people to
take part in the activity, more on that successful project later in the report.

Youth Work engaement - the difference between 2020-2021
and 2021-2022

Young people work (Truro Safe 'Young People Priority',
youth project management etc) - 2020-2021

Young people work (Truro Safe 'Young People Priority',
youth project management etc) - 2021-2022
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Out in the community

This past year we’ve seen less restrictions than in 2020-2021 which meant we were able to get out and about and
fully engage with communities through events and deliverable projects. Working alongside CHAOS at the Malpas
Road area with the Community Larders and the Truro wide estate walkabouts have featured highly in this year’s
statistics. The year 2020-2021 we were out in the community 35 times and this past year nearly doubled our ‘out in
the community’ work by being out 60 times.

The diffrence between being out in the community
2020 -2021 and 2021-2022

Out in the community engagement activity 2020 - 2021
Out in the community engagement activity 2021 - 2022

A more detailed look at what ‘out in the community’ means:

Out in the community engagement activity
Public Interviews (This is getting a message
out to promote Community Development…
Community Larders
Events
Litterpicks/environmental
Estate Walkabouts (including leaflet delivery
as this usually involves listening…
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Update from the communities

Tregurra
Even though there currently isn’t an official community association in Tregurra it doesn’t mean there isn’t a vibrant
community with residents wanting to get together to bring about positive change where they live. We’ve worked
closely with residents in the area for a number of years and the latest project we’re joint leading on with Cornwall
Housing, is the redevelopment of Tregurra Playing Field. The playing field is well overdue an upgrade and after a
resident came to us with knowledge there is a pot of 106 money available for ‘improvement to local green areas’ we
acted with them to make the first steps in working with the community to make this happen which included a full
residents survey.

This is one of the 4 community meetings we’ve facilitated to pull the three communities together: of Tregurra,
Treffry Riel and Trevethow Riel. Looking back, one of the early positive takeaways from this project is that we’re
bringing large communities to the North of Truro together whereas before they may not have had a reason to do so.
The future is looking good, we’ve developed a team of residents and by working alongside Cornwall Housing we can
support them to deliver a new park they can be proud of and will have a meaningful impact on their lives.
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Malabar
Malabar is the largest housing community in Truro and with 614 homes it near doubles in size of the closest in size
populated area, Trelander and St. Clements Close (351 homes).
We continue to work closely with New Beginning Community Association (NBCA) (Malabar), mostly around the
communities’ aspiration to build a brand new community centre that can be an asset for people of all ages in the
Malabar community and beyond. There are dreams to deliver more volunteer led services for the older and isolated,
youth projects, community larders (so surplus goods from supermarkets can be redistributed in the heart of the
community like at Trelander and Malpas Road), educational support with skills growth and social activities that will
bring the community together whilst making it stronger and more resilient to any challenges they may face in the
future.
On Thursday afternoons NBCA reaches out to the older and more isolated in the community of Malabar and the
wider Truro. Of course, it’s been a difficult couple of years due to Covid restrictions but thankfully the group is
starting to meet again, this will only grow and hopefully by this time next year (March 2023) there will be a fabulous
new centre for them to meet which is not only fit for purpose but exceeds their expectations.

Above and to the right:
- Thursday afternoons at Malabar
Community Centre

“50+ started back on 7th October and continued until Covid numbers rose again on the approach to Christmas
and a mutual decision was made to postpone until the new year. Due to several attendees having colds and
coughs we did not re-start until 4th March where we celebrated St. Piran’s Day. Then on the Saturday 6 of us
attended the Threemilestone Amateur Dramatics Pantomime – Babes in the Wood & Robin Hood. It was
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. While we were not meeting, we kept contact with our members via our 50+
messenger group and ensured that anyone who needed help or support got it.
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Young people’s disco – this was also cancelled due to the high numbers of school pupils with Covid 19. We are
hoping to arrange something for the Easter holidays for them.
Bingo – we resumed Bingo last week (9th March) with Tony still calling the numbers but using our bingo
machine. It was an extremely wet and windy night, but we had 22 players – a good start and all were pleased
to be back finally after exactly 2 year break.
We continue to strive for our new centre – we are jumping through hoops to be sure we meet the planners
recommendations and advice in the hope that we WILL get this project finally started this year.”
-

Lesley Goodman, NBCA Treasurer, Secretary and key volunteer

Below are some pictures and plans of the new centre, we have gone through some challenges along the way but
we’re getting very close to get started with the build of this amazing project that will have a significant impact on the
community.

Along with the services already mentioned there will be a long-term lease agreement with Children and Family
Services to provide their early help support to families. Hopefully next year there will be more tangible outcomes
with regards to the new centre to report.

Malpas Road
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We work closely with the community in the Malpas Road area and were part of the team to bring the community the
small but highly effective centre for the residents to benefit from in 2009. We’re enjoying our continued close
working relationship with CHAOS at Malpas Road Community Centre, here is some of what CHAOS is delivering: a
community larder which takes place every Tuesday morning, this valuable service redistributes surplus food from
supermarkets into the heart of the community, Together for Families, regular coffee drop in mornings, support
groups and a Jubilee street party is being planned for June.

The numbers of people the CHAOS Community Larders have supported over this past year is 1397 Adults and 990
children, this is quite a difference to last year where 1235 adults and 728 children were supported with boxes of
surplus food. We will continue to work closely with CHAOS on this service both here at the Malpas Road Community
Centre and the Trelander and St. Clements Community Hall.
https://www.youtube.com/embed/CppRx_K4OLU?feature=oembed

Penn An Dre
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The area of Penn An Dre has Penn An Dre Residents Association (PADRA) which has been in place since we started
the initial engagement work back in 2017. Our aim was to work with residents to create a forward thinking
community group which has positive change at the forefront of its thoughts. PADRA are a voice for the community,
challenge issues facing them and their fellow residents as a collective and organise some of the most amazing estatebased events in Truro. We continue to work closely with PADRA, attend the majority of their meetings and are a
regular source of information, advice and guidance along with practical support which aims to help them grow and
flourish.

Members of the community at Penn an Dre took part in 2021’s City Clen Up which was a day of clean-ups
throughout the City and the wider communities we work with.

Hendra
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We are so pleased with how well Hendra Community Group is doing. We worked with residents in the area back in
2019 to form an active community group that can drive positive change and make a difference. Unfortunately, a lot
of the time the group has been in existence there has been the pandemic, this has somewhat restricted what they
would like to deliver to bring the community together and as they say in one of their constitution aims; “To promote
a friendly, healthy, brighter Hendra”. There is a team of dedicated hard working volunteers that are striving to
deliver on their key constitutional vision.

Events are a big part of what Hendra Community Group is delivering as they know this will be a way to bring the
community together. There is now a specialist ‘sub group’ as part of the main Hendra Community Group called ‘The
Party People’ who work on delivering events that not only delivers but looks to generate income that can be
reinvested in other worthwhile community projects – proper grass roots social enterprise.

Left: Hendra Community Group
works closely with supporting a new
refugee resettlement project
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Left: Hendra Community Group’s first
AGM was a success with new members
and a new chair elected. There were also
new projects discussed and the formation
of the sub-group – ‘The Party People’

Hendra Community Group regularly uses
Hendra Hall and sees it as an asset, so is
aiming to raise funds and support to
‘spruce up’ the hall.

Trelander and St. Clements
Close
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We’ve been working with Trelander and St. Clements Community Association since the build of the hall back in 2009
of which we were a significant partner in the build, project managing the first phase. The centre is now vibrant and
run by a dedicated team of volunteers, one of which is the newly appointed Treasurer who will manage the finances
of the charity. We must take this opportunity to credit the previous Treasurer, Annie Fairly who put so much time
and dedication into managing the books but also as the Bookings Officer. We wish Annie all the best for the future
and give our heartfelt thanks for all she has done for the community of Trelander and St. Clements.
It must be pointed out that Trelander Youth Club delivered by Bev and Jules continues to go from strength to
strength; being a place of safety, creativity, and friendships for the young people of the area. We support varied
diversity in youth work delivery as the young people of Truro only deserve the best to improve their future life
chances. A significant part of the income generated from the room bookings at the centre goes back into delivering
the for the community and the cost of the youth club is one of the many important contributions that Trelander and
St. Clements Community Association makes.
The hall serves Trelander and St. Clements and wider Truro with a number of active groups which includes:
Community Larder (pictures below), Yoga, SuZie Project, Children and Family Services, Inspirational Women’s Group,
Youth Club, Ki Aikido (Martial Arts) Vocal Presence (Choir) and there are often bookings for birthday parties and
other events.

Rosedale
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Rosedale is one of the smaller communities in Truro which doesn’t mean it doesn’t have heart and ambition to bring
positivity to the estate. There are 225 houses in the Rosedale housing community and they come together for
regular events. The Gloweth Chapel carol service on Rosedale Playing Field at Christmas is always popular and a
great occasion for the community to come together. There will be more on this later in the youth work part of the
report but Rosedale saw the highest amount young people (27) came to enjoy our Truro Community Football
Sessions in the heart of their community. We are in regular touch with some of the key members of the community
which have notified of us of funds that are available for community led projects so we will be working with the
Rosedale residents on that this year.

Treffry Road
Treffry Road is a large housing area to the North of the City, we work in this area and support Treffry Road
Community Association. The Treffry community is one of the three that are coming together to drive the park
regeneration at Tregurra so we will be working closely with them on that. We’re also pleased to announce that part
of the Treffy area has been devolved to us at Truro City Council so we’ll be working with our Countryside Rangers to
make sure the community benefits from the newly acquired wild green space.

Beechwood Parc
We have great working relationship with the Beechwood Parc Community Association (BPCA) and support them on
matters concerning their community. We attend as many committee meetings as we’re able to and we look forward
to working alongside BPCA in the coming months and years.

Trevethow Riel
It feels a little like ‘watch this space’, we are developing relationships with key members of the Trevethow Riel
community especially as Trevethow Riel is one of the three communities driving the regeneration of the park at
Tregurra. It’s a matter of ‘watch this space’ as we know on the back of the close relationships we’re building other
community led projects to support will come.

Other projects and partnerships we are
involved with in Truro
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Youth Work
You would have seen from earlier in the report that data is showing we have increased our work with young people.
This has mostly been strategic with partnership planning but also some project management with the Truro
Community Football Sessions. We see there are currently three main sources of youth work delivery in Truro; Young
People Cornwall with their outreach work and facility at Zebs, the youth club delivered at Trelander and St. Clements
Community Hall and CHAOS are looking to develop youth work delivery, we work with all three of these providers
closely. It is important there is verity in youth work delivery so there are different activities and deliverers for young
people to engage with and each of these delivers youth work in different ways, none better than the other, just
different and we support each of them. You could say that there is another deliverer, us at Truro City Council. We
saw a gap in sport for young people in the estates so have developed, led and project managed with the support of
partners to deliver Truro Community Football (report below). Last year was hugely successful, delivering to 70 young
people aged between 5-15 across 3 sessions and it took place in the estates, Malabar, Rosedale and Trelander. This
year we are aiming to double the delivery with three sessions being delivered at Easter and three over summer
(June, July and August).

Truro Community
Football Sessions 2021
Damien Richards
Community Development Officer, Truro City Council
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Introduction
“It’s more than football”
Truro City Council’s Community Development Officer Damien Richards met with the Chairman of Truro City Football
Club Jack Richards at the early part of 2021 to discuss how Truro City FC could deliver accessible football activities in
the community. Damien works closely with housing communities in Truro so understands that delivering this in the
estates will have a meaningful impact, not just on the young people but in the communities that need it the most. It
was decided that Truro Community Football Sessions could be delivered in the ‘spine’ of the housing communities
from Malabar in the west, through Rosedale in the centre and onto Trelander in the east.

“Partnership working is the way forward”
The idea was pitched to Truro Safe where a team of partners could be brought together that had the attributes and
services that could make the difference on the day and make sure the event was ‘more than football’, but also have
information available from services that can help in the heart of the community. A partnership was formed through
meetings and there was a desire to get this delivered for young people in the estates. Carrick Local Family
Partnership, Supasport Southwest/Truro City FC, Young People Cornwall, Truro Safe, Cornwall Housing and
Community Connect became the key team.

“Plan and deliver”
At a time when face to face meetings were difficult all the planning happened online which showed that meaningful
projects can be arranged remotely. A firm plan was developed, the sessions were going to be funded by Carrick Local
Family Partnership and the delivery of the coaching was going to be by Jamie Thompson from the Truro City FC
affiliated Supasport Southwest. The information, advice and guidance would be delivered on the day by Carrick Local
Family Partnership, Young People Cornwall, Truro Safe and Truro City Council’s Community Development Officer.

“Aims and objectives”
➢ To bring fun football sessions to young people between the ages of 5-15 in the housing communities in Truro
from 10am – 3pm
➢ To bring the community together through sport
➢ Inspire exercise and wellbeing
➢ Deliver positive messages along with the football, a message of working together, looking out for each other
and treat each other with kindness and respect
➢ Deliver information, advice and guidance on what matters, where it matters
➢ Engage with young people to see if they would like to have this activity continued and/or develop new ideas
around sport for young people in the housing communities
➢ To have a meaningful event/activity to take place out of school time
➢ To have an impact on ASB
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Rosedale
Saturday 24th July

27 young people took park
on the day and the average
age was 8

On the day notes:
- Jamie was brilliant and we
worked well together but a
couple of extra trained coaches
next time would be better
- 27 young people took part
- Staff to take packed lunches and
flasks!
- Carrick Local Family Partnership
were brilliant with helping with
registration
- Zoe from Truro Safe was great
- A gazebo next time to house the
information area, it needs to be
presented better

Trelander
Friday 27th August

21 young people took part
and the average age was 9
On the day notes:
•Grass cut (thanks Cornwall Housing) we did a little litterpick for any metal and glass etc but it wasn't that bad
• So useful having the community centre there for toilets and water. The Trelander and St. Clements
Community Association Chairman opened. Perhaps in future we can add more going on in there on the day,
coffees and teas and cakes. Maybe for the parents and carers
• Carrick Local Family Partnership were great again and lovely to see Kyra Marks, their skills were invaluable
with the more challenging young people. They were also great at registering the young people when they
arrived
• Kerry and Jenny from YPC were brilliant. The info bags were useful and they engaged but perhaps we can
think of how to make the engagement go further next time.
• We had 21 young people turn up, age ranges broad as expected from 5-15 as advertised
• The football was delivered excellently again, Jamie and his colleague were top class. Keeping the young
people engaged and in order when necessary
• Paul Wotton the Truro City manager turned up as did the Cllr Steven Webb the Mayor or Truro and the ASB
Officer Stephen Lennon so a big thanks to them
• Perhaps an evaluation form should be completed at the end of each session
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Malabar Monday
25th October
2021
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22 young people
took part on the
day and the
average age was 7
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Comments/Feedback

C.M
Thank you so much
for organising this!
They all had a great
time

A.M
They had great fun!
Thanks for putting it on

C.R
My grandsons enjoyed
the day thank you so
much

C.P
Thank you for a
lovely day. Oliver
loved it

C.W
Thank you for a great day,
Sophie loved it. She's asked
to go every holidays

A.T
Brilliant day!!!! Thankyou so
much for making this happen
Damien, fantastic coaches

S.P
My boy had a
fantastic time!
Thank you sooo
much for
organising this!!
Brilliant

E.B
My son had a great
time, thank you!

S.R
Thank you to everybody
that organised this
event. My grandson
Alfie went yesterday to
the Malabar one. He
had an amazing day.
Thank you again. Please
let us know when more
of these events are on.

We had many more comments on the days but also by people walking by, we’d often have inquisitive
passers by asking us what was happening and when we explained everyone said it was great to see.
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Conclusion
Looking back the events went well with no issues, nothing but positive feedback and a good level of turnout with a
total of 70 young people taking part across the 3 sessions. The sessions were brought to some of the areas in Truro
that have minimal facilities close by and may have felt overlooked with delivery in the past.
The sessions were brought to the heart community where it was needed the most.
The football delivery was of an excellent standard, Jamie and his team worked with the young people with a level of
engagement that is not always seen, yes the coaching was excellent but the ethos of a message to work together,
look out for each other and treat each other with kindness and respect was underpinning the day and that’s what set
their delivery apart.
It’s been asked what the difference in gender was or “were there many girls involved?” to answer that, the gender
difference was; at Trelander 21% of those involved were girls, at Malabar 28% were girls at Rosedale 43% of those
young people involved were girls.
The right services were there on the day to deliver the information advice and guidance; information around
community safety, professional youth workers with experience of working with the harder to reach young people,
family services for younger children and the wider family, and community development information and guidance.
The opportunity to consult with those that took part and their associated adults may have been missed. This was a
‘golden opportunity’ to get to the fundamentals of what people would like to see happen in their community and
what is needed. What is needed to improve health and wellbeing but also to engage with the young people that
might not be too interested to get involved with activities, what are the gaps in their community and how we (as
services) and them (the community) can work together to deliver.
Recommendations
➢ Expand the information, advice and guidance delivery, work to keep the adults on site for longer, perhaps
with the use of refreshments, seating and gazebos/large tents (at Trelander the Community Hall can be
used) to ‘house’ the services, information and refreshments
➢ Develop a surveying and evaluation platform, use a QR code that will take the participant and associated
adult to a survey/evaluation, perhaps the QR code can be on a leaflet handed out after the session
➢ Look at the gender gap at Trelander to increase the numbers of girls involved
➢ Frequency of sessions, perhaps every school break, 3 sessions at the same location at half and end term
breaks

Thanks
Carrick Local Family Partnership for funding the sessions, Jamie Thompson and coaches from Supasport
Southwest/Truro City FC for amazing delivery, Jack Richards the Chairman of Truro City FC for sharing the vision,
Truro Safe, Young People Cornwall, Nikki Kelly from Community Connect and supporting Truro City FC’s community
offer, Brandon Hire for the portaloo at Malabar! Voice Media Group (Truro Voice) for the T-Shirts and some of the
great early publicity, Truro City Council’s Parks Department for beautifully cut grass at Malabar and Cornwall Housing
for arranging the grass to be cut at Rosedale and Trelander, Sergeant Marc Sayers and Adam Fitzpatrick from
Cornwall Housing for sharing how they delivered similar events 20 years ago, but most of all the young people that
got involved.
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Art is the Answer
Sharing the vision of individuals, groups of people and the community is essential in delivering effective Community
Development. We were approached towards the end of last year by a member of the public that by having been an
art teacher saw the benefits art can bring to the wellbeing of those that engage. The individual came to us with a
very rough idea but lacked the knowledge of how to get a group set up. We met with the individual to create a
proper three month project plan, apply for funds, make sure the proper insurances and risk assessments were in
place and promoted….all she had to do was deliver, art isn’t one of the strong points of our Community
Development Service!
We now have ‘Art is the Answer’ being delivered on Monday afternoons at Truro Community Library, all ages and
abilities are welcomed. There is a regular attendance of 10 people, one of those is 97 and still enjoying engaging in
art sessions. our next step is to evaluate the effectiveness of the project after three months, look to see how a full
year can be funded and by having some quantitative evidence of its effectiveness we hope this won’t be a problem.
This was a nice piece of work using one of the main functions of Community Development, to empower, inspire and
support ideas to become reality.

Friends of groups
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Hendra Skatepark
Back in October last year we looked to gauge the views of those that use Hendra Skatepark or live nearby. The views
were very important as it could lead the way to future funding applications for improvements, look to solutions of
anti-social behaviour and all round give more say to the users regarding the future of the facility. We hope that the
survey results and engagement will lead to the creation of a 'Friends of' or ‘association’ type group which could
make a positive impact on what is a very well used community asset.
There were 129 responses to the survey which we are really pleased about. There were many varied responses and
the full report can be shared along with more information about the project if you email Truro City Council’s
Community Development Officer, Damien Richards at damien@truro.gov.uk
We held a drop-in consultation event on the 29th of January (2022) which was well attended and there is a report of
the outcome of that too, so please get in touch if you want to find out more
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We also worked closely with our Countryside Ranger to form the Friends of Coosebean and Friends of Daubuz Moors
groups and will be working alongside to develop the Friends of Glastinian Woods. All very worthwhile groups that
bring the benefits being involved with nature and environment projects can bring to the community.

Above: Friends of Coosebean online meeting
Right: Friends of Coosebean Volunteer Day
Below/next page: Friends of Daubuz Moors
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Social Prescribing
Due to the devolution of the Cornwall Council asset the Day Centre on Kemp Close we have the ability to deliver a
day for the community with a Social Prescribing agenda. We are pleased to be supporting a team of councillors that
are leading on this to; first of all find out what the community would benefit from when it some to their wellbeing,
both physical and mental and look at ways to deliver accordingly. Its great to be working alongside some of our
members on this project and by bringing our social prescribing provision ‘in house’ we will be using the skills we
already have, from both members and officers. This is an exciting project but is in its early days so we’re looking
forward to report how it’s going in due course.

Thank you
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Looking forward we are going to continue working with existing communities and projects and build on the
additional ways of working brought to us by working differently this past year. We are particularly excited about
developing our youth work project management and social prescribing offer but of course we will continue to deliver
our main focus of empowering the fantastic communities to make a real difference where they live. We will also be
looking to engage with new communities, develop new projects and react to any issues we may face.
We would like to thank you for taking the time to read the Annual Town Report, it’s difficult to include everything we
have been involved with over the year but feel we have shown some of our key activities.
If you have any questions, would like to get involved with any of the community activity or have some ideas you
would like to discuss then don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Office Address:
Damien Richards
Community Development Officer
Truro City Council
Municipal Offices
Boscawen Street
Truro
TR1 2NE
Email:
damien@truro.gov.uk
Landline/Mobile
01872 274766 / 07941111661
*if you’ve not been able to click on links to further information in this report please get in touch and a hard copy
can be sent

